Summary
Purpose and Scope

This handbook defines a system, referred to hereafter as the Scenery Management System
(SMS), for the inventory and analysis of the aesthetic values of National Forest lands. The
Scenery Management System evolved from and replaces the Visual Management System
(VMS) defined in Agricultural Handbook #462. While the essence of the system remains
essentially intact, still supported by current research, terminology has changed and the system
has been expanded to incorporate updated research findings. Conceptually, the SMS differs
from the VMS in that: it increases the role of constituents throughout the inventory and
planning process; and it borrows from and is integrated with the basic concepts and
terminology of Ecosystem Management. The Scenery Management System provides for
improved integration of aesthetics with other biological, physical, and sociaVcultural resources
in the planning process.
The flow chart below outlines the Scenery Management System process. This process involves
identifying scenery components as they relate to people, mapping these components, and
developing a value unit for aesthetics from the data gathered. This value unit provides
information to planning teams and leads to rational decisions relative to scenery as a part of
ecosystems.
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An Ecological Unit Description (EUD), sometimes called a mapping unit description,
represents the common starting point for SMS and for Ecosystem Planning. An objective
description of the biological and physical elements is drawn from the EUD and combined with
identified landscape character attributes to develop the Landscape Character Description. It
is a combination of the scenic attributes that make each landscape identifiable or unique.
Landscape Character creates a "Sense of Place," and describes the image of an area. The
Landscape Character Description provides the frame of reference for defining the Scenic
Attractiveness classes.

Scenic Attractiveness (ISA) classes are developed to determine the relative scenic
value of lands within a particular Landscape Character. The three ISA classes are:
Class A, Distinctive; Clas? B, Typical; Class C, Indistinctive. The landscape elements of landform, vegetation, rocks, cultural features, and water features are described in terms of their line, form, color, texture, and composition for each of these
classes. The classes and their breakdown are generally displayed in a chart format.
A map delineating the ISA classes is prepared.
The Landscape Character description is used as a reference for the Scenic Integritv
of all lands. Scenic Integrity indicates the degree of intactness and wholeness of the
Landscape Character; conversely, Scenic Integrity is a measure of the degree of visible disruption of the Landscape Character. A landscape with very minimal visual
disruption is considered to have high Scenic Integrity. Those landscapes having
increasingly discordant relationships among scenic attributes are viewed as having
diminished Scenic Integrity. Scenic Integrity is expressed and mapped in terms of
Very High, High, Moderate, Low, Very Low, and Unacceptably Low.

Landsca~eVisibilitv is composed of two parts: human values as they relate to the
relative importance to the public of various scenes and the relative sensitivity of
scenes based on distance from an observer. Human values that affect perceptions of
landscapes are derived from constituent analysis. This information may be derived
from many sources including, but not limited to independent research; other facets
of ecosystem assessments; local, regional, and national studies.
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Constituent Analvsis serves as a guide to perceptions of attractiveness, helps identify special places, and helps to define the meaning people give to the subject landscape. Constituent analysis leads to a determination of the relative importance of
aesthetics to the public; this importance is expressed as a Concern ~e;el. Sites,
travelways, special places, and other areas are assigned a Conceq Level value of 1,
2, or 3 to reflect the relative High, Medium, or Low importance of aesthetics.
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Seen Areas and Distance Zones are mapped from these 1,2, or 3 areas to determine
the relative sensitivity of scenes based on their distance from an observer; these
zones are identified as Foreground (up to 112 mile from the viewe;), Middleground
(up to 4 miles from the foreground), and Background (4 miles from the viewer to the
horizon). Landscapes that are not visible in the Foreground, Middleground, or Back'* ground from any of the selected travelways or us; areas, are consider&. SeldomSeen areas since we know they may be seen, ata minimum, from aircraft and by the
occasional viewer wandering through the forest.
Using the data gathered and mapped for Scenic Attractiveness and Landscape Visibility, a numerical Scenic'Classrating is assigned to'all lands. These ratings, 1-7, .
indicate the relative scenic importance, or value, of discrete landscape areas. Mapped
Scenic Classes are used during forest planning to compare the value of scenery with
other resources, such as timber, wildlife, old-growth, or minerals. .
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At this point in the planning process, a Landscaae'Value map is prepared using overlays of all the data gathered.. The Landscape Value is expressed as an icon, a sample of
which is shown below:
Distance Zone or
Seldom Seen

Concern Level
(Public Importance)

Scenic
Attractiveness

I

Scenic Class

Existing
Scenic Integrity

This icon represents the inventory of scenic attributes and their related social values.
The map provides information to planning teams concerning the relative scenic values
of a subject area and the extent to which those values are intact.
During the alternative development portion of the planning process, the potential and
historical aspects of the Landscape Character Description are used to develop achievin concert with other resource and social demands.
able Landscaae Character O~tions
Landscape Character Descriptions and associated Scenic Integrity levels, long- and shortterm, are identified for each option and alternative. Upon adoption of a plan, the Landscape Character Description becomes a goal and the Scenic Integrity levels become
Scenic Integrity Objectives. Subsequent plan implementation will include monitoring of both long- and short-term goals and objectives for scenery management.
Scenery Management is not static. It is a dynamic as the world in which we live. This
handbook is provided in a loose-leaf format to facilitate the refinement of this system in
time and the incorporation of future knowledge and research findings.
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Timba harvesting

Road building

Special use developments

The Scenery Management System provides an overall framework for the orderly
inventory, analysis, ;and management of scenery. The system applies to every acre of
national forest and national grassland administered by the Fomt Service and to all
Forest Service activities, including timber harvesting, road building, stream improvements, special use developments, utility line construction, mreation developments,
and fuelbreaks. The Scenery Management System may also serve needs for scenery
management outside national forests in the United States and in other parts of the
world.

-

The Scenery Management System establishes the following:
Common terminology.
Consistent pmedures for inventory, analysis, and synthesis.
Standards and guidelines for scenery management.
Techniques for monitoring.

Utility line m m t ~ & ~
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Why is scenery management necessary?
People are concerned about the quality of their environment, including aesthetic
values of landscapes, particularly scenery and spiritual values.
People need natural-appearing landscapes
to serve as psychological and
physiological "safety valves," for
these reasons:

I.

The world's urban population
pressures are increasing.
Technology is rapidly advancing.
Demands for goods and services
are increasing.
People's lives are becoming more
complex.
Urban pressures are demanding more
land for development.
Once plentiful natural-appearing
landscapes are becoming more scarce

The Forest Service uses the Scenery Management System as the framework for
integrating all sceneiy management data into all levels of Fmst Service planning,
including the following:
National overviews.
Regional plans.
Landscape province analysis
Forest plans.
Watershed, viewshed, or landscape unit analysis.
Detailed project plans.
Project implementation.
Project monitoring.
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Nature

Pedestrian Mall

Traffic
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Research has shown that high-quality scenery, especially that related to natural-appearing
forests, enhances people's lives and benefits society. Therefore, the Scenery Management
System aids Forest Service managers in providing benefits to people and society. Research
findings support the logic that scenic quality and naturalness of the landscape directly
enhance human well-being, both physically and psychologically, and contribute to other
importanat human benefits. Specifically, these benefits include people's improved
physiological well-being as an important by-product of viewing interesting and pleasant

natural appearing landscapes with high scenic diversity.
Findings from psychological and physiological studies of people under stress, people
recovering in hospitals, people in recreation settings, and people in other various settings,
prove that natural landscape scenes have restorative and other beneficial properties. This is
particularly important when contrasted with built urban environments such as pedestrian
malls and commuter traffic routes.
Results of research by Dimberg, Ulrich, and Simons are shown in Figures 1 and 2 below.
Figure 1 displays heart rate in beats per minute, with a positive response to spatially open
landscapes of high interest. Figure 2 compares positive responses (lower blood pressure) of
people responding to nature as opposed to traffic routes and pedestrian malls.
In turn, when people feel better mentally and physically, they have increased on-the-job
productivity, increased community involvement, and expanded family interaction; there is,
therefore, an improved well-being of society in general.
The benefits of high-quality scenery are numerous despite the fact that a dollar value is
seldom assigned to it except in regard to real estate appraisals and areas with major tourism
influences.

0--0 Low Interrat

0-0 Higher Interest

Figure I . Mean phasic heart rate change expressed
in beats per minute (bpm) form the pre-stimulus
level for subjects exposed to slides of spatially
open landscapes (higher interest) and spatially
restricted environments (lower interest).
(From Dimberg and Ulrich)
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Figure 2. Pulse transit time (systolic blood
pressure correlate) during recovery from stress.
(From Ulrich and Simons 1986)

Figure 3 compares human physical and psychological responses (skin conductance
during recovery from stress) to traffic, pedestrian malls, and nature. Figure 4
compares responses (muscle tension during recovery from stress) to the same
stimuli.

Figure 3. Skin conductance (SCR) during recovery
from stress. (From Ulrich and Simons 1986)

Figure 4. Muscle tension (EMG) during
recovery from \tre\s. (From Ulrich and
Simons 1986)

It can be concluded that scenery management benefits people who are recreating,
traveling for business, or are otherwise passing through wildland environments.

.

Economists recognize that tourism is becoming the leading industry in many regions
in the United States and in many foreign countries. In numerous communities
adjacent to national forests, tourism and recreation are replacing the former leading
roles of timber harvesting, mining, ranching, and farming. Scenic landscapes and
recreational settings help to determine the success of recreation and tourism.
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Scenery Management System Objectives

The goal of the Scenery Management System is to create and maintain landscapes
high scenic diversity, harmony, and unity for the benefit of society in general.
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A Scenery Mamgemnt System should:
Be logical and orderly.
Serve scmh aswmmmt needs in all levels of pltlnning and implementation, h m
broad-scale lnnd p h h g to detailed project pIanning.
Produce goals acid objectives useful for scenery management.
to be capable of interacting with values and needs of othu

so that others are able to replicate its results.
Have asys(srratic.
Serveasacammidvetool.
A Scenery Managematt System should identify the following:
isting landscage chamcter attrib
scenic amactiveness of

fbandscapes, based on the context of the landscape being
perceptual faGtors of people viewing those landscapes and different visual
characteristfcjaf abc4scepe.
Scenic integrify, klu&ingthe continuum of scenic integrity lev
of landscapes, role of structures in the landscape, guidelines for determining
cumulative scmk effects and allowable duration of scenic effects, and exampies of
scenes with d o u s human actions that affect scenic integrity.
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Landscape aesthetics encompasses all senses-sight, smell, hearing, taste, and touchy
However, research indicates that people receive 87% of their information about the world
through their eyesight alone. Because the preponderance of human senses are by sight, this
handbook deals prhnarih/ with the scenic aspects of a landscape. Other aesthetic
values--sound, smell, touch, and taste-are also important, but are not handled in detail in
this handbook.
The development of Landscape Aesthetics: A Handbookfor Scenery Management was
guided by the following:
Research findings.
Literature review (from 1732 to 1992).
Past experience in application of The Visual Management System the handbook
was issued in and has been used since 1974.
Past experience in application of subsystems of The VisualManagement System
developed after 1974.
Advances in technology.
Constituent demand for highquality scenery.
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The goal of this handbook is to explain scenery management as an integrated part of
ecosystem management for all levels of planning, including forest planning. The
objectives of this handbook are as follows:
To develop and document a system of scenery management responsive to both current
and future needs.
To develop a state-of-the-art Scenery Management System for resource managers that
may be understood by constituents; to provide an overall framework for all landscape
information for input into forest planning and project p m g ; to allow for creative
- . and-. -27a
I
responsive alternative solutions for planners.
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To establish uniform procedures to identify demand for scenic quality and to identify
differences between current supply of and future demand for scenery.

-

To establish uniform terminology and procedures to identify and class@ physical and
perceptual aspects of scenery.

1I

To establish direction for management of positive natural attributes and cultural elements :<
in landscapes (including natural-appearing vegetation, landform, rockform, waterform,
and positive human alterations) and of the overall desired scenic impression. These
positive elements are defined as landscape character, and they are used to describe;
Existing landscape character.
-An--S
a
...
Scenic attractiveness.
j.-Long-established cultural landscape character.
= -3
Existing landscape integrity.
I
Landscape character goals.
I
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To establish direction for mhgernent of "cultural" scenic attributes m human-altered
;
landscapes. In these landscapes, landscape character goals may include selected cultural .
elements accepted over time to become expected images, that contribute to high-quality - - s23 - -*
scenery.
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To establish uniform procedures to identify and desnibe movement toward the desired
landscape character in terms of scenic diversity and overall positive elements, described
as form, line, color, and texture. Scenic integrity objectives establish limits of acceptable
human alterations as the landscape moves toward a landscape character goal.
I
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Chapter 1 introduces landscape
-4
character--the overall visual imp
:j
of landscape attributes, the phroQl
- ?d
appearance of a landscape that gkm la&, t 2
identity and "sense of place." hl&C%tp _
character ranges from a natural l a d s q x
to one that is urban - fiom a p r k t b
wildemacrs to 60 built environment.
'

Chapter 2 discuses scenic integrWy4b-.- k j
amount of human-caused deviation in
form, line, color, and textme in a
landscape.

.i

C'hapter 3 explores constituent
<.=.
infomation-expectations, desires,
preferences, acceptable lev& of
behaviors, and values. This informatierr , r5
assists Forest Service managers m
determining desired and preferred
travelways, use uea, landscape characte~@
F
*
:
and scenic integrity.
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perceive landscapes. Landscape
visibility is a function of many
interco~ectedconsiderations such as
context of viewers, duration of view,
degree of discernible detail, seasonal
variations. and number of viewers.

with other resource values such as
soil, water, vegetation, geology...etc.
The chapter also describes
establishment of landscape character
goals and scenic integrity objectives.
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A Context for Scenery Management

Ecosystem management (EM) provides the foundation for planning and the necessary
context and basis for managing scenery. Landscape Aesthetics, A Handbook for Scenery
Management encourages integration throughout the entire systematic approach from
inventory, analysis, planning, design, and implementation, to monitoring. Integration
within the ecosystem planning framework relates the scenery management system (SMS) to
other relevant planning models for the biological, physical and social dimensions of
ecosystems.

An ecosvstem is a community of interacting organisms (including people)
and their environment that functions together to sustain life.
An ecosvstem management approach broadens the context and
understanding of ecological communities and the environment.
Through the integration of phvsical. biolo~ical,and culturaVsocial information in
an interdisciplinary atmosphere we strive to better understand ecological principles
and their relationships (such as landscape pattern with components, structures,
functions, and processes of our ecosystem), to prescribe management which
promotes sustainability.
The essence of the ecosystem management conceptual framework deals with five
basic questions:
How did the system evolve'?
What is sustainable'?
What do we have'?
What do we want'?
How do we move conditions from what we have to what we want?
An ecosystem may be described on the head of a pin or encompass our planet (or any
level in between). An ecosystem is always sandwiched between larger and smaller
ecosystems described in the National Hierarchical Framework of Ecological Units
such as, the Ecoregion or Province, the Section or Subsection, the Landtype
Association, or Landtype.
Within a range of sustainable ecosystem management parameters there may be
several landscape character options or variations that provide more diverse scenic
character or that best reflect the integrity of special places. These solutions should be
encouraged as the desired condition where scenic values are high.
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Scenery Management Application
The Scenery Management System applies primarily within the culturdsocial dimension of
ecosystems management but, also has critical links to the biological and physical
dimensions at various scales.
Within the ecosystem management context the cultural/socialdimension deals with three
basic questions:
How do people influence the landscape'?
How does the landscape influence people'?
In time and space what are the apparent trends and risks'?
The fiame of reference in the social dimension of EM varies from an individual human to
large communities and their relationships to one and another and to the landscape in terms
of time and space.
Biological and physical dimensions look at how people influence the landscape and how the
landscape influences people through time (past and present) and space. Combined with the
social component, this defines the reference of acceptable ecological sustainability in which
scenery management should operate.

24 - Purpose and Scope

Bur the modern city-dwelling race of
men, if it is to exist at all for any
length of time, must obtain in
unspoiled landscape some relief from
insistent man-made conditions.

Henry Vincent Hubbard and
Theodora Kimball, 1917.
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Fundamental Principles

1 Biological, physical and social tictors create and influence
scenety and interact to determine landscabe character.

4. Through various activities, people have the ability to m m q
landscape character and scenic conditions and have often done
SO.

2. Landscape character varies greatly with the interaction
of environmental factors.

5. Such changes in landscape character and ,--nit condition

.- often modifl, suppress, or replace the
>

character.

I

I
.
3. People have the ability to perceive landscape character
and develop expected images.

-@

6. People value most highly the more scenic landscapes.

9. People have the ability to establish goals to maintain or
create desired landscape character.

7. Generally, natural-appearing landscapes are the most
valued.
10. People have the ability to apply ecological, technical, and
design knowledge to meet scenery management goals and
objectives.

I

8* Resource managers can design their activities to reduce
adverse impacts on landscape character and scenic integrity.

11 In some situations, resource managers perptuate or create
desired scenic environments to provide an improved quality of
life.
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Basic Premises
1. People value highly scenic landscapes.
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Research shows that there is a high degree of public agree&t r e g ~ 6 kg i d c preferences. This research indicates that people value most h
visually attractive and natura-appearing landscapes. However, the fact
preferences may vary somewhat in different regions or cultures must be
.- .
I
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Constituents have a voice, through forest plarming, in establishing ladsqi& .
character goals and scenic integrity objectives,
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2. Scenery contributes to a "sense of place", a m u t u p shared image. &-

"The majority of the recreation-orientedpwple who visit the National Forests
have an image of what they expect to see. Such an image or mental picture is ;
generated by available information concerning a particular a m and the
person's experience with that or similar areus, The imageproduced represents
the knowledgeability, expecredness,romanticism, and emotionalism associated
withfeatures within the area. Obviousty,several images may exist
simultaneously, even within a single individual, and yet a particular g w p p h i c
region tends to have an identifiable image." Floyd
,
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3. Landscape character can be defmed and managed.'*-
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.
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All landscapes have definable landscape character attributes. In most national
forest settings, landscape character attributes are positive natural elements, such
as landform, vegetative patterns, and water characteristics. En pastoral or
dagricultural settings, positive cultural elementsmay include historic
elements such as split rail fences, stone walls, barns, orchards, hedgerows, and
cabins. In urban settings, landscape character attributes may include a fabric of
architectural styles. Combinations of these Wbutes define landscape
character. The concept of landscape character is embodied in the "image of an

area."
I

Landscapes that contain both diversity and harmony have the greatest potential
Existing landscape character can be described at any scale associated with the
+:
aesthetic image of a place or landscape.

I
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4. Scenic attractiveness is important to constit

i

..

Scenic attractivehess measures the scenic h p p m x of a landscape baseu
human perceptions of the intrinsic
and vegetation pattern. In comb
scenic beauty of a landscape.
Environmental factors and natural forces create scenic athadveness.

b

I

Scenic attractivenesscan be described as com W o n s of attribuk in
natural-appearing landscapes. Landscape arcMtects have deweloped criteak to
30 - Ptiociples and Premises
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inventory a d mrrp wmic attractiveness into three classes: A-Distinctive,
B-Typical or Common,and C-Indistinctive.

In addition to mapping natural attributes of landform, water characteristics, and
vegetation patterns, it may also be appropriate to map scenic attractiveness
based on positive cultural elements, such as split-rail fences, stone walls, b ~
.%I
@
..orchards, hedgerows, and cabins.
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5. Natural events may affect scenic attractiveness; generally, human activities do
not.
Scenic attractiveness of landscapes may be altered, either temporarily or
permanently, by natural events such as hurricanes, tornadoes, floods, volcanic
eruptions, earthquakes, and wildfires.

- cr
In most cases,human activities cannot mod* scenic attractiveness.
It remains constant,even if a direct human activity, such as limber harvesting,
al- scenic integrity. An indirect human activity, such as fire suppressioll
leading Mintentionally to plant species succession, may affect scenic integrity + 2
4
&vegetative character.
- -. .
6. People c a m t always distinguish between natural landscapes and those res* .'
from h&t@ricerrltpnl alterations.
T

Over time, some areas, have been changed in a manner that matm a near
with positive scenic aUributes. These are called desired
, For instance, pithouse-village sites can add texture lo s
landscape. The house pits and modified vegetation can increase scenic db&y
due to thariebacrils and water retention capability of these sites.
CultumllrrndscagQII are those with elements (either structural, e.g. fences,
buildings, or roads, or modified natural areas, e.g. fields, hedgerows,
w m d h x b , oansls, or earth mounds) that produce an integrated whole
reflecting a primary cultural activity. Examples include farmsteads,militay
posts, amd pht8tiom.

Exampfcs &%#are desired pastoral landscapes include natmal-appearing fUmm
cotton planertirmsnow revegetated with forests, the mixed forests and fieldsQS
.
lh4 t$imm&& Vaitey lands that have been cleared to creak large open
vakp,

d nrrouataintop clearings or "baldsnthat offer unique scenic d d a g

oppo-*

.

7. The public values cultural enclaks in landscapes that are natural or natural-

appearing.
Smallararr witttin mtud or natural-appearing landscapes, historically
modified bwbaving a new character with positive scenic attributes, are called
desired mltmd enclaves. These cultural enclaves are normally small po
nodes Withip lalqpxnatnral-appearing landscapes.

Cultural enclaves normally remain subordinate to tht averall landscapa,
include such elements as historic structures, split pilfences,
wa& '.' -'
..
orchards, and other.cultural attributes.

.
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8. Scenic integrity is important.
Scenic integrity is defined as the degree of direct humatl-caused deviation in the
landscape, such as road construction, timber harvesting, or activity debris.
Indirect deviations, such as a landscape c
w by hhumnn suppression ofithe
I<-- .
natural role of fire, are not included.
- '
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Scenic integrity is evaluated by measuring degree of
color, and texture fiom the natural or natural-appearing hdsmpe chsractcr o
fiom the established landscape character accepted over time by the genearl
public. This is done by measuring changes in scale,
against the attributes of that landscape character.

9. Visual absorption capability is an important tool.
Different landscapes have
alterationswithout loss of
condition.
, ,--

Visual absorption capability depends on the landscape chanrcter
landform complexity, and environmental fsctors, such as climate.

10. Desires of constituents must be considered.
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Constituentsdemand protection
They have expectations, desires,
quality, and values of landscape
Not all landscapes currently exhibit landscape character or scenic
desired by the public.

11. Desires of constituents are synthesized into preferred landscape character and
preferred scenic integrity for use in forest planing.
Landscape architects and forest planners, with the help of ecologists, silviculturists, and others, determine landscape character themes. These themes must
recognize both biological capability and economic reality.

12. Landscape visibility b significant.

People view all lands from somewhere at some time. Landscape visibility is
subject to many essential, interconnected considerations. These include context
and experiencesof viewers, expected images, position of observer in the
landscape, number of people, and viewer scrutiny of the landscape caused by
duration of view, viewing distance, air clarity, add visual magnitude.

auks, residences, d o n a 1

Observer position depends on location of m y
areas, and bodies of water.

?[
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A landscape readily accessible to viewing by large numbers of people is often
subject to greater scrutiny of its landscape character and scenic integrity. The
context of view, experiences of viewers, and expected image of viewers also
1
affect landscape visibility.
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People have greater scruhy of landscape character and scenic integrity when
they view landscapes close-up and for longer periods of time, or when they
look at landscape surfaces fiom aerial views or at nearly perpendicular an* ie
steep tetrain. People also have greater scrutiny of landscape character and
scenic integrity when they view landscapes in a clear atmosphere or when
landscape compositions focus their attention.
Landscape visibility can be maintained or improved by developing viPQ
or reduced by vegetation regrowth or various management activities.
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13. Types of viewers are important.
Different types of people, engaged in specific activities, have varied concerns
about scenic beauty of landscapes.
Types of viewers will vary by geographic region, as well as by travel mute or
use area, such as a developed recreation site, urban area, or backcountry area
Viewer expectationswill vary according to the landscape setting and available - '
recreation opportunities, primary motives of the viewer, and lociition, standard9,
and uses of travelways.
Constituents' varied concerns and expectations need to be identified and
recognized to determine the relative importance and value of aestheticsia r
aatiooalforest.
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14. Management activities vary in their intensity.

Some tlPtional forest resource management activities, such as range irnprovemats, at least have potential for adverse effects on scenery. Others, like smrr
timber harvest methods,have major scenic effects.

j3

$1

How visPal elements of line, form, color, texture, and pattern of such activities
relate to,or oontrast with, natural landscape character attributes is important
beaweww lPVG the ability to alter, conserve or damage landscape character.

i

ScermarjF management goals must consider other national forest resource

"'=w=--,

.
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In wd!i caes, mtmd landscapes need to be maintained in order to mcrat.
for landscape settings for other resources. Such goals may include landscape
character and scenic condition to meet some wildlife habitat needs, spiritual,
recreational, wrtershed, or other resource management goals and obj&ve&

-

In many instatlces, other resource management goals will be complementai@h 1
natural or naad-appearing landscape character goals and the associated swnb '
integrity objectives. In these cases, all resource goals will reinforce each oth*
On the other hand, certain combinationsof resource goals may compete with
each other. Mineral extraction and some timber harvest methods, for example,
may require alteration of natural or natural-appearing landscape character and
the associated scenic integrity objectives.

-
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16. Diversity is desirable.
'
I
Harmonious diversity in any landscape g
Increasing scenic diversity may lead to an incneased level of public acceptaaw.
Increased scenic diversity may also allow for greater ecological diversity.

systems.
Conversely, activities proposed to create
ecosystem could lead to undesirable
consciously manage scenery.

17. Harmony is desirable.
0

sees only discordant elements. Landscape harmony will lead to an increased
level of public acceptance.

-.

However, management activitie
harmony; activities to manage
landscape. Land managers
negative effects upon landscape harmony.
18. Special places are important.

Special places are locations
meaning. At times, special
times, they are large areas
Special places often have
significauce. Special places may be merited strictly because of scenic attrib
Large special places of sc
Virginia, Shining Rock
Columbia River Gorge
special camp spot, a small pond or bog, or an isolated rock outcrop. Special y-i
places may be remnant vegetative communities or vegetative communities that '
exist far removed from their normal range.
19. Variations in cultures
I

from individual to
commonalitiesin the perception of beauty. In other words, beauty is not totally

